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ABSTRACT 

 
The data obtained from remote sensing satellites furnish information about the land at varying resolutions 

and has been widely used for change detection studies. There exist a huge number of change detection 

methodologies and techniques with the continual emergence of new ones. This paper provides a review of 

pixel based and object-based change detection techniques in conjunction with the comparison of their 

merits and limitations. The advent of very-high-resolution remotely sensed images, exponentially increased 

image data volume and multiple sensors demand the potential use of data mining techniques in tandem 

with object-based methods for change detection. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 

Change detection is defined as the process of identifying differences in the state of an object or 
phenomenon by observing it at different times (Singh, 1989). The general goal of change 
detection in remote sensing includes identifying the geographical location, recognizing and 
quantifying the type of changes and finally assessing the accuracy results (Macleod and 
Congalon, 1998; Coppin et al., 2004; Im and Jensen, 2005 ;). Remote sensing data is used for 
change detection because the changes in the object of interest modifies the spectral behavior (like 
reflectance value or local texture) which can be differentiated  from changes caused by other 
factors (e.g. illumination and viewing angles, atmospheric conditions and soil moistures) (Jensen, 
1983; Singh, 1989; Green et al., 1994;Deer, 1995;). The elements that affect change detection 
using remote sensing data includes spatial, spectral, thematic and temporal constraints, 
atmospheric conditions, radiometric resolution and soil moisture conditions (Jensen, 2005). 
Change information obtained may be either in the form of simple binary change (i.e. change vs. 
no change as in the case of image differencing, image rationing etc) or detailed from-to change as 
in the case of using post-classification comparison (Im et al., 2007). 
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The considerations to be followed before using remote sensing data for change detection includes 
(i) Usage of data from same sensor, radiometric and spatial resolutions and near-anniversary 
acquisition dates to remove the effects of seasons, sun angle and phonological difference (Song 
and Woodcock, 2003). (ii) Precise geometric registration between multi-temporal images to avoid 
false change areas being detected due to image displacement. (iii) Performing radiometric 
corrections to rectify errors caused by the variation in sensor characteristics, atmospheric 
condition, solar angle, and sensor view angle (Chen et al., 2005; Du et al., 2002). (iv) Data 
collection - data collected ahead of time fail to cover slower change process whereas data 
collected in a delayed manner leads to excessive omission errors which significantly impact the 
completeness of change detection (Lunetta et al., 2004). (v) Choice of change detection technique 
which is influenced by spatial resolution and the size of the study area.  
 
In this paper change detection methodologies is categorized based on the unit of image analysis. 
First being the traditional/classical pixel-based, where an image pixel is the fundamental unit of 
analysis. Second is the object-based method, in which image objects are first created and then 
subjected to further analysis. In any approach the pre-processing stage handles radiometric, 
atmospheric, and topographic corrections, geometrical rectification and image registration. 
Higher registration accuracy is inevitable when using data from different sensors and at different 
resolutions whereas registration accuracy can be avoided when object-based change detection is 
employed where ‘‘buffer detection’’ algorithms can be applied to compare the extracted features 
(Deren et al., 2003).  
 

2.PIXEL-BASED CHANGE DETECTION TECHNIQUES 

 
The spectral characteristics of an image pixel are exploited to detect and measure changes without 
taking into considering the spatial context. Different pixel-based methods are explained in depth 
by various researchers (Coppin et al., 2004; Deer, 1995; Ilsever and Ünsalan, 2012; Lu et al., 
2004; Singh, 1989). A brief summarization of these techniques is as follows. 
 
2.1.Image Differencing 

 
Image differencing is performed by subtracting the DN (digital number) value of one date for a 
given band from the DN value of the same pixel for the same band of another date which results 
in a new image. Mathematically, image differencing is given by 
Id(x,y) = I1(x,y) - I2(x,y) 
 
Where I1 and I2 are images from time t1 and t2 and (x,y) are coordinates and Id is the difference 
image. A series of threshold values based on standard deviations from the mean can be used on 
the new image to determine the changed from unchanged pixels. An accuracy assessment on the 
no-change from change pixels was performed to determine the threshold value with the highest 
accuracy. Pixels with change in radiance are distributed in the tails of the distribution curve 
(Singh, 1989) whereas pixels with no change are distributed around the mean (Lu et al., 2005. As 
changes seem to occur in both directions, the analyst have to decide the order of the image to 
subtracted (Gao, 2009). 
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2.2.Image Rationing 
 

Change results are expressed as a ratio between two co-registered images and unchanged areas 
theoretically have 1 as its value.  
 

Ir=I1(x,y)/I2(x,y) 
 

The advantage of this method is that it handles calibration (including sun angle, shadow and 
topography impact) errors efficiently (Rignot and van Zyl, 1993) 
 

2.3.Image Regression 
 

In this method one image (subject) is assumed to be a linear function of the other image 
(reference) and the subject image is adjusted to match the radiometric conditions of the reference 
image. When using least-squares regression analysis gains and offsets are identified by 
radiometrically normalizing the subject image to match the reference image (Lunetta, 1999). And 
the change denoted by Id can be obtained by subtracting regressed image from the first-date 
image. 
 

Id1(x,y)=aId(x,y)+b 
Id(x,y)=Id(x,y)-Id1(x,y) 
 

As this method accounts for differences in the mean and variance between different date pixel 
values, it reduces the adverse effects by sun angles and atmospheric conditions (Singh, 1989) 
 

2.4.Vegetation Index Differencing 
 

This technique uses data transformation that is related to green biomass. The Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is calculated by NDVI = (NIR- RED)/ (NIR + RED) where 
NIR is the near-infrared band response for a given pixel and RED is the red band response. After 
computing the vegetation index for two date’s standard pixel based approaches (e.g. differencing 
or rationing) are applied to determine the change (Nelson 1983, Singh 1986). Other vegetation 
indices developed include (a) Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI) (b) orthogonal indices, including 
Perpendicular Vegetation Index (PVI) and Difference Vegetation Index (DVI), and (c) Soil 
Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) and modified soil adjusted vegetation index (MSAVI) (Chen 
et al., 1999). 
 

RVI=n/r 
NDVI=(n-r)/nr 
TVI=(((n-r)/(n+r))+0.5)1/2 
SAVI=((n-r)/(n+r+L))(1+L) 
MSVI=(2n+1-((2n+1)2-8(n-r))1/2)/2 

 
Where n is near infrared band, r is the red band and L indicates the same bound between NDVI 
and SAVI. This method is that it reduces the impacts of illumination and topographic effects but 
the output is subjected to random or coherence noise. 
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2.5.Change Vector Analysis  
 
This method analyzes simultaneously multiple image bands to detect the change. The pixel values 
are considered to be the vectors of spectral values and change vector can be computed by 
subtracting vectors for all pixels at different dates (Malila, 1980). Type of change can be 
determined from the direction of change vector while the length corresponds to the magnitude of 
change. This method can be used when change of interest and their spectral manifestation are not 
well-known; change of interest is known or has high spectral variability and when changes in 
both land cover type and condition may be of interest (Johnson and Kasischke, 1998). The 
drawback in using this method is that it requires the acquisition of remotely sensed data from 
same phonological period (Chen et al., 2003) and furthermore the land cover change trajectories 
are difficult to identify. 
 
2.6.Principal Component Analysis  

 
This method reduces data redundancy by transforming multivariate data to a new set of 
components (Lillesand et al., 2008) with the assumption that areas of change are not highly 
correlated. Covariance or correlation matrix is used to transfer data to an uncorrelated set. Then 
sort the resulting matrices consisting of eigen vectors in descending order. Most of the data 
variation is expressed by the first principal component. The next largest amount of variation is 
defined by the succeeding principal component and this is orthogonal/independent to the principal 
component that precedes it. Merged approach and separate rotation are two principal component 
analysis based change detection approaches generally used. In separate rotation the principal 
components are first acquired and then change detection techniques such as image rationing or 
image differencing are applied. In the merged approach bi-temporal images are first merged into 
one set and then the principal component is applied. To analyze the change types the eigen 
structure of the data is to examined and the combined images should be subjected to visual 
inspection (Coppin and Bauer, 1996). Since this method is scene dependent it is quiet 
complicated to interpret and label for different dates. Moreover it just reports the changed areas 
and does not give information about the type of change. 

 
2.7.Kauth-Thomas Transformation (KT)/Tasseled Cap Transformation  

 
This method involves fixed linear transformation (i.e., orthogonalization) of a multi-date and 
multiband dataset. Here the structure of the spectral data is analyzed which is given as the 
function of a particular characteristic of scene classes. Change is measured based on the 
brightness, greenness and wetness values (Lu et al., 2004). This method is scene-independent and 
uses stable and calibrated transformation coefficients to make sure that the applications can be 
made appropriate across time and between regions (Crist, 1985). The major advantage of this 
method is that it allows developing baseline spectral information for long-term studies by 
producing stable spectral components. 
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2.8.Post-classification  

 
In the post-classification change-detection technique, each image is rectified and classified 
separately using both supervised and unsupervised classification techniques and then compared to 
generate a change matrix which is used to measure the changes. To facilitate one-to-one 
comparison classes for both the images have to be identical. This method provides the complete 
matrices of change reducing the impact of atmospheric, sensor and environmental effects and 
issues related to the usage of multi-sensor images. The limitation is that the accuracy of the final 
image depends entirely on the classification accuracy of individual image. When using supervised 
classification methods accurate, complete and high-quality training datasets is inevitable to 
produce accurate classification but acquiring such datasets especially for historical image 
classification is time-consuming and difficult task. Eventually using unsupervised classification 
encounter problems in selecting the number of clusters as this has great impact on the results 
generated furthermore the identification and labeling of change trajectories is yet another issue to 
be noted (Lu et al., 2004). Different sensors produce different resolution images and hence 
classification applied to coarser resolution image misses out certain elements that make the 
matching process to the elements in fine scale resolution image difficult. 
 
2.9.Composite or Direct Multi-date Classification 

 
To identify areas of change this method involves performing single analysis of a combined 
dataset of the two dates where initially multi-temporal and rectified images are stacked and then 
to reduce the number of spectral components to a fewer principal components the principal 
component analysis is applied (Mas, 1999; Singh, 1989). Significant difference in statistics is 
presented by the classes where change has occurred. Spectral contrast is enhanced by the minor 
components and the changes can be represented (Collins and Woodcock, 1996). 

  
2.10.Machine Learning 

 
Artificial neural network algorithm learns from the training dataset and build networks between 
input images and output nodes (i.e., changes). Changed map is obtained by applying the trained 
network to the main dataset (Dai and Khorram, 1999; Gopal and Woodcock, 1996). Support 
vector machine, a supervised non-parametric statistical learning technique implements structural 
risk minimization for classification (Vapnik, 2000). The algorithm learns from training data and 
finds threshold values (Bovolo et al., 2008) from the spectral features automatically for 
classifying change from no-change. Decision tree, a non-parametric classification algorithm 
builds a hierarchical structure in which test on a number of attribute values is represented by each 
node, outcome of the test is represented by each branch and tree leaves represent classes or class 
distribution (Han et al., 2011; Larose, 2005). The classification rules at the node are based on the 
analysis of attribute values. Other machine learning algorithms used include genetic programming 
(Makkeasorn et al., 2009), random forest (Smith, 2010) and Cellular automata (Yang et al., 
2008). 
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2.11.Texture analysis based 

 
Structural arrangement of objects and their relationship to local neighborhoods are provided by 
texture (Caridade et al., 2008). Comparing the textural values from images is used to measure 
changes. Grey level co-occurrence matrix is one among the texture measuring algorithms is a 
second order statistics that examine the spectral as well as spatial distribution of grey values. Here 
initially the image is divided into smaller windows instead of per-pixel comparison then the 
texture is computed and comparison is performed at window level (Sali and Wolfson, 1992). He 
and Wang (1991) highlighted to use texture information only in conjunction with spectral data. 
 

2.12.Multi-temporal Spectral Mixture Analysis 
 

In multi-temporal spectral mixture analysis the multispectral image pixels is assumed to be 
defined in terms of sub-pixel proportions of pure spectral components that is related to surface 
constituents in a scene. Due to high spectral resolution it addresses the increased dimensionality. 
 
In linear mixture model, each end-member is linearly combined with the end-member spectra that 
are weighted by the percent ground cover (Versluis and Rogan, 2009). For accuracy in applying 
this technique that is based on image or field-spectra measures in situ or in labs Solans Vila and 
Barbosa (2010) argue to give importance in selecting the number and spectrum of the end-
members. 
 
2.13.Fuzzy Change Detection 

 
Fuzzy set is defined by a membership function and differs from probabilistic interpretation; here 
the class with highest probability is taken to be the actual class and change is measured by 
applying post-classification comparison (Fisher et al., 2006). This method is useful when 
selecting a threshold value to distinguish change from no-change is difficult.  
 
3.OBJECT-BASED CHANGE DETECTION  

 
Object-based change detection is performed by separately segmenting objects defined by a 
threshold from multi-temporal images and analyzing the changes based on the spectral 
information like averaged band values of the object or by extracting various features (i.e., 
geometry and image-texture) from the original objects 
 

3.1.Image-object Change Detection 
 

Object-based change detection algorithms that focus on direct image-object comparisons are 
grouped into image-object change detection. Change can be detected either by comparing the 
geometrical properties (width, area and compactness) (Lefebvreet al., 2008;), or spectral 
information (mean band values) (Hall and Hay, 2003), and/or extracted features (e.g. texture) 
(Lefebvre et al., 2008;) of the image objects. The algorithm used by Miller et al. (2005) involved 
two steps to detect the change of significant objects between a pair of grey-level images. Here 
connectivity analysis is used to extract the objects from the master image and each of these 
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objects was searched for a corresponding object in the second image. A matching method to 
identify the relationship between two object boundary pixels was used to detect the change. Since 
the algorithm performed processing directly on the objects extracted pre-defined window was not 
required and it produced better results even with noisy input images. To detect changes in very 
high-resolution airborne or space-borne images at the sub-metre level Lefebvreet al. (2008) 
preferred texture features and object contour to e effective. The major advantage is that since 
objects are extracted using segmentation the algorithms are easy to implement and involves the 
direct comparison of objects to detect the change. 
 
3.2.Class-object Change Detection 

 
In this approach the extracted object is assigned to a specific class and changes are detected by 
comparing the independently classified objects from multi-temporal images. The classification 
algorithms incorporate both texture and spectral information. The GIS layers or existing maps are 
updated using this approach. Classification techniques used include decision-tree, maximum 
likelihood, nearest neighbor (Im and Jensen, 2005), fuzzy (Durieux et al., 2008).  

 
3.3.Multitemporal-object Change Detection 

 
In this approach temporally sequential images are combined and segmented to produce spatially 
corresponding change objects as image-objects from different dates generated through 
segmentation vary geometrically despite having same geographic feature(s). The algorithm 
proposed by Descléeet al. (2006) initially involved the segmentation of multi-date image-set and 
computing its spectral features (i.e. standard deviation and mean) from each date for all image-
objects. Statistical analysis based on the chi-square test was used to detect change. Mahalanobis 
distance calculation and thresholding method can also be integrated to detect change Bontempset 
al. (2008). Nearest-neighbor supervised classification approach and reference data was used by 
Concheddaet al. (2008) to quantify changes. Incremental segmentation procedure by Liet al. 
(2009) for radar imagery first segmented the first-date image then treated the result as a thematic 
layer and finally segmented the derived layer together with the second-date image. However the 
effect of mixed-object spectral information (i.e., viewing angles, meteorological, atmospheric and 
illumination) on change results is still under research. 

 
4.HYBRID CHANGE DETECTION 

 
Hybrid change detection uses two or more methods for detecting change and is categorized as: (a) 
procedure-based (using different detection methods in different detection phases) (b) result-based 
(using different CD methods and analyzing their results) (Jianyaa et al., 2008). Combination of 
pixel- and object-based approaches was used by Niemeyer and Nussbaum (2006) where initially 
statistical change detection and object extraction pinpointing change pixels and semantic model 
of object features subsequently post-classified the changes. Region-merging segmentation was 
applied on Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and Landsat Enhanced Thematic Matter (ETM) and 
then fuzzy-logic model classification was performed before comparing them to compute the 
change (Gamanya et al. (2009)). Yu et al. (2010) used support vector machine to perform an 
object based classification and then compared land use vector data with these objects to detect 
change. 
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5.SPATIAL DATA MINING IN CHANGE DETECTION 

 
Due to rapid increase in very high resolution remote sensing data availability and sophisticated 
algorithm’s computational power change detection is becoming more data driven. Data mining 
technique is part of a knowledge discovery in database that is supposed to extract non-trivial, 
implicit information using various algorithms and techniques and this leads to the construction of 
a knowledge model (Larose, 2005). Geo-graphical or spatial data mining, a specialized area of 
KDD has the fundamental objective to explore both spatial and non-spatial properties to discover 
hidden knowledge. Using data mining Boulila et al.(2011) developed a predictive model for land 
cover change detection in image time series. Petitjean et al. (2010) applied mining techniques to 
35 images covering 20 years to understand the frequent sequential patterns by providing Near 
Infra-Red (NIR), Red (R), Green (G) and NDVI values. Otukei and Blaschke (2010) applied a 
decision tree data mining algorithm C4.5 on the principle components, tasselled cap bands, and 
normalized vegetation index and texture features extracted from Landsat TM to determine 
threshold value that enabled the selection of appropriate bands for classification. In the work 
proposed by Vieira et al. (2012), the objects were extracted from an image using object-based 
image analysis followed by the usage of J48 decision tree data mining algorithms (using WEKA) 
to create two classes. Data mining based change detection seems to achieve higher accuracy than 
post-classification comparison. 
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Technique and 

Approaches 
Issues 

(Pixel-based) 
Image differencing 
Image rationing 
Image regression 
Vegetation index 
differencing 
Change vector analysis  
Principal component 
analysis  
Kauth-Thomas 
transformation 
Post-classification 
comparison 
Direct multi-date 
classification 
Machine learning 
Texture analysis based 
Multi-temporal spectral 
mixture  
Fuzzy 

• Over-detection or mis-detection due to the failure in choosing right threshold 
value to differentiate change from no- change. Low threshold value excludes 
areas of change; high threshold value includes areas of change. 

• Selecting an appropriate threshold is generally ambiguous especially for 
unsupervised algorithms when ground truth is not available to present prior 
knowledge.  

• A variety of automated threshold selection algorithms are proposed but 
Rosin and Ioannidis (2003) emphasize that the performance of these 
algorithms is scene-dependent. 

• Pu et al. (2008) focused on setting different thresholds for positive and 
negative changes to improve the accuracy of change detection but the 
identification of optimum threshold(s) has to be performed using either a 
trial-and-error manual method or automatic generation and testing (Im et al., 
2007; Lu et al., 2004). Here the drawback while using the former method is 
that it labor intensive, uses only one image for analysis, test just a few 
discrete threshold and time consuming. 

• The results of pixel-based methods are limited when applied to very-high-
resolution (VHR) imagery as it has to face a number of challenges which 
includes increased variability in reflectance for each class resulting in salt-
and-pepper effect, various acquisition characteristics (e.g. viewing geometry 
of sensor, illumination angle and effects due to shadow), geo- referencing 
accuracy (Wulder et al., 2008) 

• The spatial characteristic, relationships and arrangements of the real-world 
objects are not modeled which results in missing the vital clues about the 
area under investigation (Johansen et al., 2010) 

• Output is subjected to noise (i.e., jagged boundaries or holes in the 
connected changed components and isolated changed pixels (Bontemps et 
al., 2008)). 

 

(Object-based) 
Image-object 
Class-object 
Multi-temporal 

• Searching the spatially corresponding objects that are of different sizes and 
shapes in multi-temporal images is a critical procedure and errors in it lead 
to incorrect change detection results. 

• Selecting the appropriate change threshold is a challenge in image-object 
change detection.  

• Performance and accuracy of the classification algorithm and selection of 
image segmentation technique which results in different object sizes based 
on different segmentation parameters influence the performance of class-
object change detection approach. 

• In multi-temporal-object change detection approach the defect in registration 
and shadowing effect affect multi-temporal segmentation (Stow, 2010) and 
use of a single segmentation for all the images fails to provide new/different 
objects which may be created at different times because of change  
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6.CONCLUSION 

 
Developing change detection methods in remote sensing is an ever-growing research agenda. 
Change detection is a complicated process with no single optimal approach applicable to all 
cases. The change detection applications are on bio-physical, environmental change detection, 
land use/cover change, security related application but the domain to explore is still wider 
(Kennedy et al., 2009). The technological advancements over the last few decades has allowed 
the applications to exceed the traditional limits and endeavor new ventures which in turn fed back 
to the remote sensing technologies for further developments (Blaschke et al., 2011). The launch 
of new satellites represent challenges to develop effective and efficient change detection 
methodologies and frameworks capable of searching through huge achieve of remote sensing data 
with different spatial/ spectral/temporal resolutions  and enable change analysis (Vieira et al., 
2012).  
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